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Problematic: Climate Change

Arctic ice cap has lost 40% of its extent
and up to 70% of its volume since 1979.
Increased rate of desertification of the Gobi
desert gobbles up nearly 3,600 km² of
grassland each year.

Wildfire season has gotten almost 20%
longer over the past 35 years with warmer
and drier temperatures.

South America is witnessing the increasing impacts of
the El Niño Southern Oscillation which contributes to

Temperature increase of 0.8° Celsius since 1880!

Sub-Saharan Africa has experienced more
frequent and more intense drought periods
over the past decades.

Increasing temperatures are causing species to move towards
the pole and higher up in mountains but few are able to adapt.
The average rate of extinction over the last century is
up to 100 times higher than normal.
Insects are dying off at record rates and roughly 40% of
the world's insect species are in decline. More than 26,000
of the worlds species are threatened with extinction.
The uptake of CO2 from the atmosphere by the oceans
has increased.
This causes the ocean to become more acidic and
dissolves calcium carbonate.

Sea level rise

This means that corals must expend more energy to
build their skeletons. The higher temperatures are also
causing coral bleaching, thereby reducing biodiversity.

Ocean acidification

6th mass extinction

Lost Ecosystems and Cultural Diversity

Small island states are the most vulnerable to global climate
change and accelerated sea level rise.
As the islands become progressively less habitable, off-island
migration becomes a solution. For example, the island of
Kiribati has purchased a piece of land in Fiji for relocation.
Dispersion due to relocation means that loss of cultural and
national heritage values are at stake.

Mitigating Climate Change & Showing the Way
Rapid transitioning to
renewable energy
technologies in order to
decrease the share of
unsustainable fossil fuel
consumption.

Fossil fuels account for 85% of
mankind’s energy needs whilst RER
technologies supply 9% of the energy
requirements (REN21, 2009).

From the planetary boundary framework, there are 9 boundary processes that
characterise the health state of the planet
Transgressed 4 boundary processes: Climate change; Biosphere Integrity;
Land-system change; Biogeochemical flows
Steffen et al. (2015) claim that climate change and biosphere integrity
boundaries represent core planetary boundaries driving the other boundaries
Biosphere integrity - conservation strategies/ Climate change – Energy production

The low contribution from RET is due to
small global-scale installations and the
intermittent nature of wind and solar as
main contributors.
Focussing on wave energy technology
will ensure continuous day-and-night
energy harness, boosting the share of
energy generation from RER for SIDS.

RENEWABLE ENERGY
Government Vision:
Long-term vision to achieve 35% self-sufficiency in terms of electricity supply
through RER by 2025
Government Policy:
2017 socio-economic budget mentions the investment of Rs 400 million to
increase the grid absorption capacity of intermittent RER

Projects:
9.35 MW

Bambous solar farm
2 solar plants (16.4 MW)

Plaine des Roches wind farm
15.2 MW
30 MW

10 hydro plants (60.8 MW)
1 wind plant (9.35 MW)

Presently no marine RER !

Champagne hydro

WAVE ENERGY POTENTIAL
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More energetic waves recorded in winter season

We report the important phenomenon of
diffraction of swells due to Reunion
The incoming swell energy gets dissipated
upon hitting SW of Reunion
As a consequence, the waves reaching SW of
Mauritius is considerably attenuated

Reason we get occasional swell signatures on
temporal scale

Wave energy map (SWAN modelling)
Confirms the higher wave energy potential of
eastern/southern regions
East/South coasts approx. 20 kW/m
West/North coasts approx. 10 kW/m
East/South offshore regions favourable for wave
energy extraction

Attributed to the more directional and higher
intensity SE trade winds of winter half

Towards a Wave-Energy State
About 21% of the electricity generation of the country
comes from RER sources.
Solar, wind and hydroelectricity encompass a large share
of electricity generation from RER technologies.
However, due to the heterogeneity associated with our
cloud and wind conditions on temporal scales, electricity
generation from solar and wind technologies vary.
Despite the abundant wave energy sources, there are
currently no wave energy technologies.

The low penetration of wave energy technologies is due
to economic problems of diminishing returns on energy
and monetary investment.
Therefore there is a need to develop low-cost
wave energy technologies using local workforce.
The MOI in collaboration with the UoM, worked on
a novel WEC prototype using an OWC principle.
The novelty of the apparatus is the construction of a
3-point equilateral buoyancy system and unique
anchorage design (currently being patented).

Replicates of the low cost WEC to form a wave farm,
suitably located in the southern coasts would
ensure diversification of our RER sources.

MOI Wave Energy Converter Prototype
Generation of electricity

Turn a turbine

Column of air respond
to motion of waves

Concentric inner
buoys for central
weight distribution

Air chambers spaced
apart for stability

Motion of wavefront

Anchored to the seafloor

This oscillatory water movement causes
the air column to oscillate, thereby
periodically producing electricity
For continuous electricity discharge, the
output from the generator needs to be
fed to a battery system and regulator

Stability of Wave Energy Converter Prototype
Buoyant Force
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Archimedes’ Principle:

Weight of object = Weight of fluid displaced

Centre of Gravity below buoyant
force and lies within the base area
therefore it is always stable.

Comparison with other types of renewable energy floating systems

Many of the commercial
wave energy prototypes
available on the market
have a smaller base area
and continuous cross
section

Smaller base area implies
lack of stability and energy
loss due to non-linear flow
inside the turbine

The prototype design has a large base
area which implies stability.
Additionally it does not have a large flat
anchorage system and therefore ensures
minimal disturbance to benthic organisms.

Anchorage system
•
•
•
•

Desktop study to design most appropriate anchorage
Bathymetric study
Site survey for anchorage
Deployment of anchorage system

Desktop study

Bathymetric study

Site survey

Deployment of anchorage

Short VIDEO of the prototype… (*3mins)

Patent for industrial design
• The prototype has been successfully tested and was launched in
September 2019. The industrial design of the apparatus has been
accepted for patenting by the Industrial Property Office under the
item “Equipment for Distribution of Electric Power”

Potential scaling up of the project

•
•
•
•

“Small is beautiful, but big is necessary"
To ensure diversification of our renewable energy
resources since solar and wind power on which we mostly
rely on are intermittent in nature while wave energy
resources has almost a constant energetic value.
We should focus on the wave energy resources since
rapid urbanization is limiting the space for solar and wind
energy.
The geographical location of Mauritius is an attribute for
harnessing wave energy.

A first of its kind since it would be the 1st time the country
would tap energy from waves.
Innovative
Wave
Converter
Prototype
Launch

An array of
devices
contributing
to the energy
demand of
the country

Site Selection
• The most appropriate site would potentially be in the Southern part
of Mauritius, for example in the region of Baie du Cap
• The correct amplitude and frequency of the wave regime and the
bathymetry in this region is suitable for such a farm
• The proximity of the CEB grid line to the coast is also interesting
but the devices can also be used to supply a small independent
system
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Cost benefit analysis
•

The demonstration project value is around Rs 100 000;

•

The device itself amounted to around Rs 20 000 - 25 000 using
cheap and locally available materials;

•

An array of this device would be much more cheaper than what is
available on the shelf right now.

•

One commercial device could produce up to 500W of electricity if
equipped with proper generator

•

A network of around 100 devices (mass production) would cost
around Rs 2.5M and would generate 50kW of energy enough to
feed a small village.

“

Way forward…
⪢
⪢

The prototype will be reinforced and deployed
over a period of time to assess its robustness and
efficiency.
Eventually it would then be scaled up and could
be deployed to feed targeted coastal region as
well as outer islands.

Thank you !!
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